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Introduction / BackgroundIntroduction / BackgroundIntroduction / BackgroundIntroduction / Background 
 

This workshop was funded by the Natura 2000 Networking Programme (NNP) of the European 

Commission and supported by the Austrian Ministry of Defence and the Austrian Federal 

Environment Agency. The EUROPARC Federation – the umbrella organisation of Nature and 

National Parks in Europe – as well as Eurosite and the European Landowners Organization (ELO) are 

managing the NNP, which specifies an integrated approach, recognising the essential contributions 

of different  stakeholders responsible for and interacting with Europe's rich diversity of Natura 

2000 sites and surrounding areas. Focusing on communication, capacity building and the value of 

working in partnership to achieve nature conservation objectives, the NNP is creating a series of 

training events, themed workshops and practical tools to promote Natura 2000, good practice in 

site management and the benefits of networking, across Europe.  

 

The workshop was heldThe workshop was heldThe workshop was heldThe workshop was held in VIENNA at Hotel MODUL, the field visit lead participants to the MTA TÜPl 

ALLENTSTEIG, about 80 km northwest from VIENNA. The interest in this workshop including 

excursion was much higher than expected. About 30 participants were anticipated, 90 individuals 

had registered, and finally 73 guests and 12 speakers, i.e. altogether 85 participants came to the 

event! 

 

The format used for the workshopThe format used for the workshopThe format used for the workshopThe format used for the workshop::::    the first day    involved presentations followed by question and 

answer sessions, and a plenary discussion with the former German Minister of Defence; on the 

second day a field visit was organised. 

 

The target audienceThe target audienceThe target audienceThe target audience included the responsible Commandants of training estates from 11 different 

European armies (see “List of Participants”), representatives of different Ministries of Defence 

(MoDs), environmental experts of the armies, nature scientists and representatives from NGOs; 

participants came from 12 different European countries. All together 85 participants attended the 

workshop in Vienna, 58 persons took part in the field visit.                                                                          

 

 

Purpose of Workshop & Expected OutcomesPurpose of Workshop & Expected OutcomesPurpose of Workshop & Expected OutcomesPurpose of Workshop & Expected Outcomes 
 

The aim of the workshop in Vienna was the exchange of experience regarding the implementation 

of the Natura 2000 network in Europe as well as nature conservation management measures on 

military training areas.  

The main task was to exchange experiences between responsibles from differnt MoDs / armies 

and NGOs building up a special network and raising awarness for Natura 2000.  

The intention of this workshop was to highlight the sustainable use of training areas by the 

armies, to consider the fact that military training and nature conservation are (mostly) harmonized, 

to demonstrate that the reduction of military training will reduce biodiversity, and – last but not 

least – to give the responsible Environment protection unit at the Austrian MoD a special support 

from outside in general and the responsible commandants in Austria (dealing with Natura 2000 on 

their training areas) in particular. 
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ResultsResultsResultsResults    ---- key p key p key p key points arisingoints arisingoints arisingoints arising 
 

One of the beneficial results of the workshop was a fruitful dialogue between representatives of 

the military forces on the one hand and nature conservationists on the other hand. The German 

Ex-Minister of Defence, Volker Rühe, pleaded for the continuation of this dialogue and stressed 

the importance of future joint activities for an even better protection of nature in European military 

training areas.   

 

It was further stated by the participants of the workshop that sustainable use of training areas by 

the armies is finally creating an immensely high richness in biodiversity as well as large non-

intervention areas, which can only be found in similar size in European national parks.  

 

     Military training areas are characterised by special fMilitary training areas are characterised by special fMilitary training areas are characterised by special fMilitary training areas are characterised by special features:eatures:eatures:eatures:    

 

1. Large, unfragmented area 

2. State property 

3. Hardly touched 

4. Poor soil (no fertilizer) 

5. High diversity of species 

6. High diversity of habitats 

7. Habitats are arranged in a mosaic of managed and non-managed habitats typical for a 

military training area 

3. to 7.: Features develop through military use, are dependent on military use 

Military use disturbs monotonous structures = creation of new habitats, e.g. ponds (‘disturbance 

ecology’) 

 

Typical habitats on military training areas:Typical habitats on military training areas:Typical habitats on military training areas:Typical habitats on military training areas:    

• Meadows/pastures often humid 

• Reed areas 

• Wood areas 

• Hedges 

• Open land 

• Water courses, ponds 

• Ruins of former villages 

 

It was also highlighted that military training can even be favourable for the creation of new 

biotopes for rare and endemic species – a circumstance that wouldn’t be expected at first sight. 

Nature conservation on military training areas is recognised as an additional benefit, but the 

representatives of the armed forces clearly stated that military training activities must have priority 

in these areas. Especially in case troops have to be prepared for action conservation tasks are less 

important than the security of the troops.  

 

A specific issue addressed in the workshop was the problem of forestry on military training areas 

(MTAs), which seems to be alike in many countries. Very intersting in this sense was the statement 

of the former German Minister of Defence Volker RÜHE. He presented his approach of establishing 

a national park on an abandoned military training area, the Hainich National Park. Compensation 

for the German Federal Forests (“Bundesforste”) belonging to the Ministry for Finances was not an 
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issue. He rather made an “indecent proposal” to the Minister for Finances – an offer the Minister 

for Finances could not refuse due to political reasons. 

    
The excursion to and on the MTA TÜPl ALLENTSTEIG was well prepared and well organised by the 

HQ of the MTA. One of the findings of the excursion was that regular forestry in some cases is not 

only an obstacle for military training (especially for mechanised troops and artillery), but can 

sometimes also be counterproductive for nature conservation tasks. Monotonous spruce 

plantations can create an economic benefit. However, one does not need to mention that the 

economic benefit cannot be more important than nature conservation and even military training on 

sites which were originally designated for this special purpose. Chain saws or industrial harvesters 

are rarely helpful to reach the aims of nature conservation! In Austria, examples of best practice 

for harmonising nature conservation and forestry are shown e.g. in the Austrian National Parks 

“Donau Auen” (Danube  

Wetlands) and O.ö. Kalkalpen (Upper Austrian limestone Alps) .  

A series of examples of good practice management for Natura 2000 sites was shown during the 

field visit, for which the life firing exercises of all troops on the Training Area and some shooting 

ranges had been stopped. 

 

 

Conclusions & further actionConclusions & further actionConclusions & further actionConclusions & further action    
 

One main issue emerging from the workshop was the problem of harmonising military training 

and nature conservation activities. It sometimes seems as if scientists had an ‘allergy’ against 

uniforms, and as if the military had an ‘allergy’ against science. Scepticism and prejudices can only 

be overcome by communication. Thus, as a suggestion for further promotion of Natura 2000 on 

MTAs the following activities would be beneficial: 

• Awareness raising measures for the responsible key players within the MoDs 

• Collation of best practise examples of integrated management plans for military training 

areas comprising both military use and nature conservation issues. 

 

As follow-up to the NNP workshop, there was a meeting in the Austrian MoD on 27 November as a 

first step towards an INTERREG 4c project as a framework for further co-operation on European 

level besides activites of the NATO. This should be an umbrella project for LIFE + nature projects, 

one in Austria and it is planned to start similar projects in Hungary, the Czech Republic and 

Slovakia. The next meeting will take place in Vienna in the mid January 2008. Hopefully some 

more partners will become interested in the project. 

 

    

Contact details of workshop host Contact details of workshop host Contact details of workshop host Contact details of workshop host     
    

Wolfgang K.MATTES   Wolfgang K.MATTES   Wolfgang K.MATTES   Wolfgang K.MATTES    

Head of Department National Parks 

Austrian Federal Environment Agency    

Spittelauer Lände 5, A-1090 WIEN 

Tel:++ 43 1/ 31304 3171                     

Email:   wolfgang.mattes@umweltbundesamt.at 
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Contact details of workshop participantsContact details of workshop participantsContact details of workshop participantsContact details of workshop participants    
 

Speakers and organiser: 

 
1. Wilfried GROOTEN DE WilfriedGrooten@bundeswehr.org 
2. Johan LAIRE BE johan.laire@mip.be 
3. Anton GAZENBEEK BE anton.gazenbeek@skynet.be 
4. Volker RÜHE D  
5. James POLLOCK UK james.pollock820@land.mod.uk 
6. Arno HASLACHER AT  tuepl.allentsteig@bmlv.gv.at 
7. Leopold CERMAK AT tuepl.allentsteig@bmlv.gv.at 
8. Ottokar JINDRICH AT fgg4.logu.ref3@bmlv.gv.at 
9. Georg GRABHERR AT georg.grabherr@univie.ac.at 
10.

 Nadja KEISER-BERWERT CH 
nadja.keiser-
berwert@vtg.admin.ch 

11. Uta HENSCHL DE Panda.Henschel@t-online.de 
12. Eva PONGRATZ DE em.pongratz@t-online.de 
13.

Wolfgang MATTES AT 
wolfgang.mattes@umweltbundes
amt.at 

 

Participants: 

 
14. 

Andreas KÄSTENBAUER AT 
andreas.kaestenbauer@bmlv.gv.
at 

15. Viktoria REISS-ENZ AT viktoria.reiss-enz@bmvit.gv.at 
16. Rudolf WASTL AT rudolf.wastl@gmx.at 
17. Georg BIERINGER AT georg.bieringer@eunet.at 
18. Richard ZINK AT richard.zink@fiwi.at 
19. Helmut GROSINA AT helmut.grosina@bkf.at 
20. 

Adrian  JOHST DE 
adrian.jost@naturstiftung-
david.de 

21. 
Kerstin HÖRTSCH DE 

kerstin.hoentsch@naturstiftung-
david.de 

22. Albert BÖHM DE albert.boehm@eur.army.mil 
23. Reiner BÜTTNER DE reiner.buettner@eur.army.mil 
24. 

Isabella KOSSINA AT 
isabella.kossina@wienerstadtwer
ke.at 

25. Patrik WANDIN SE patrik.wandin@f.lst.se 
26. Niels PAYNE DE niels.payne314@land.mod.uk 
27. Melanie  SESTON DE melanie.seston442@land.mod.uk 
28. Ilona EKMANE LV ilona.ekmane@mod.gv.at 
29. Michael WIDERMANN AT post.bhzt@noel.gv.at 
30. Robert  BRUNNER AT office@np-thayatal.at 
31. Philipp MATTES AT philip.mattes@gmail.com 
32. Thomas  STRASSER AT  
33. Reinhold KERN AT  
34. Alda  NIKODEMUSA LV alda.nikodemusa@aiva.gov.lv 
35. Anadon 

Fernandez ISIDORO ES isidon@oc.mde.es 
36. San Hipolito 

Bernardos MIGUEL                                         ES miguelsh@oc.mde.es 
37. Wolfgang  WINDHAB AT  
38. Václav MIKULICA CZ mikulicav@seznam.cz 
39. Karel TRNÉNÝ CZ uuvu.boletice@seznam.cz 
40. Josef BARTÚNÉK CZ bartunej@army.cz 
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41. Ernst HERRMANN AT ernst.herrmann@bmwf.gv.at 
42. Bettina HRADECSNI AT bettina.hradecsni@gruene.at 
43. Magda HRABÁKOVÀ CZ tereza.minarikova@nature.cz 
44. Natalie HONKOVA CZ  Natalie_Honkova@env.cz 
45. Hans BIBELRIETHER DE info@nationalparkfreunde.de 
46. Zdenka KRENOVA  CZ- zdenka.krenova@npsumava.cz 
47. Christoph BUTTER AT bussard75@gmx.at 
48. Alena VYDROVÁ CZ vydrova@najihu.cz 
49. Dietmar JÄGER AT jaeger@landforstbetriebe.at 
50. Regina KERSIENE LT aplinkosauga@mail.lt 
51. Emilis MARIJOSUS LT emilis.marijosius@mil.lt 
52. Vedrana GLAVINOVIC HR vedrana.glavinovic@morh.hr 
53. Marjana DRAMAC HR marjana.dramac@morh.hr 
54. David LACINA CZ david.lacina@nature.cz 
55. Volker  MAUERHOFER AT volker.mauerhofer@gmx.at 
56. Barbara  MERTIN AT Barbara.Mertin@chello.at 
57. 

Maria TIEFENBACH AT 
maria.tiefenbach@umweltbundes
amt.at  

58. Gottfried HAUBENBERGER AT hab@m49.magwien.gv.at  
59. Martin SEIDINGER AT  
60. Philipp MICHEL AT  
61. 

Eva PORUBÄNOVA SK agred@agred.sk  
62. Imre PERTÓCZI HU Petroczi@bfnp.kvvm.hu  
63. Gábor TAKÁCS HU TakacsG@fhnp.kvvm.hu 
64. Attila MOLNÁR HU molnara@www.hnp.hu 
65. Ildikó VARGA HU vargail@mail.kvvm.hu 
66. Bettina BURKART DE Bettina.Burkart@anl.bayern.de 
67. Günter LOISKANDL AT g.loiskandl@aon.at 
68. Roland  OBERSCHMIDLEITNER AT fgg4.logu.ref3@bmlv.gv.at 
69. Ottokar JINDRICH AT fgg4.logu.ref3@bmlv.gv.at 
70. Eszter LEPESI HU  
71. Csaba BEREGI HU  
72. András SIPÖCZ HU  
73. Csaba GYÖNGYÖSI HU  
74. Attila TÓTH HU  
75. Rita  BALOGH HU kornyezetvedelem@hm.gov.hu 
76. Zoltán MOLNÁR AT  
77. Gerhard SILLER AT  
78. Gerd BAUER AT  
79. Herbert AUER AT  
80. Arno HASLACHER AT  
81. Heinrich FÖDISCH AT  
82. Wilhelm BLÜMEL AT  
83. Leopold  CERMAK AT tuepl.allentsteig@bmlv.gv.at 
84. Jaromir SIBL SK sibl@broz.sk 
85. Katarina KLIMOVÁ SK klimova@broz.sk 
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Relevant background papersRelevant background papersRelevant background papersRelevant background papers    
 

An information folder was handed out to all workshop participants. All speakers’ presentations 

have been collected and can be provided as a hard copy upon request. 
 
 

Thank you very much to allto allto allto all who supported the idea, the preparation and the 

follow up of this workshop, especially to Claudia Klampfl from EUROPARC 

Federation and to Sophie Gesta from Eurosite !!! 
 

More information about the NNP and its organisations can be found under: 

www.natura.org  

www.europarc.org               

www.eurosite.org                              

www.elo.org                            

www.bundesheer.at                                       

www.umweltbundesamt.at 
 

Wolfgang. K. MATTES m.p. 


